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A B S T R A C T
Complex problem solving (CPS) is considered an important educational achievement indicator.
Previous research has indicated that CPS performance depends to a substantial extent on the way
students explore problem environments. In this study, we investigated qualitative diﬀerences in
the way students interact with such environments. In a sample of N=2226 Hungarian students
in Grades 6 to 8, we applied a latent class approach to investigate the use of the principle of
isolated variation as an exploration strategy across six CPS tasks that were developed within the
MicroDYN approach. Six qualitatively diﬀerent class proﬁles emerged: proﬁcient explorers, in-
termediate explorers, low-performing explorers, rapid learners, emerging explorers, and non-
persisting explorers. We further validated the proﬁles by comparing the latent classes with regard
to students' overall CPS performance and additional indicators of task exploration. In analyzing
age-related and gender diﬀerences on a cross-sectional level, we found only a small progression
toward better performing class proﬁles from Grade 6 to Grade 8 (e.g., 14.6% of students in Grade
6 were proﬁcient explorers vs. 24.6% in Grade 8; 27.1% of students in Grade 6 were low-per-
forming explorers vs. 25.8% in Grade 8), and there were no substantial gender diﬀerences. This
study contributes to the understanding of how students interact with complex problems and is the
ﬁrst to address whether variations in these behaviors indicate qualitatively diﬀerent levels of
strategic behavior. We discuss the theoretical underpinnings and potential of identifying class
proﬁles of students' exploration behavior in the ﬁeld of educational psychology.
Formal education is one of the most powerful tools that a society has to prepare young generations for the challenges and
obstacles awaiting them in life. For centuries, the main function of education was to teach factual knowledge and simple skills.
However, in rapidly developing modern societies, new types of skills have recently drawn increasing attention as relevant educational
outcomes. These skills have been given a number of diﬀerent names, such as generic, transversal, or 21st century skills.
Perhaps the most thoroughly studied transversal skill is complex problem solving (CPS). CPS is deﬁned as the ability to correctly
understand and control problem environments that are intransparent in nature, change dynamically, and consist of multiple inter-
connected elements (Funke, 2001; Wüstenberg, Greiﬀ, & Funke, 2012). Computer-based assessments of CPS make it possible to log
students' activities while they solve CPS tasks, thus tracking their behavior and potentially identifying developmental diﬀerences.
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Better understanding the ﬁne mechanisms of problem solving—in particular, understanding how they change as overall CPS per-
formance improves—is key for designing more eﬀective educational programs.
The relevance of CPS as a transversal skill is corroborated by its inclusion in the Programme for International Student Assessment
(PISA). PISA assesses 15-year-old students in over 70 countries (OECD, 2013). In the PISA 2012 cycle, the OECD as the convener of
PISA included an assessment of CPS as the innovative domain that complemented the three constant literacy domains of math,
reading, and science. In PISA 2012, it was noted not only that mastering transversal skills such as CPS is reﬂected in the ﬁnal outcome
measures (i.e., problem solved or not) but also that these outcomes directly depend on students' underlying problem-solving processes
and behavioral patterns. That is, in order to successfully comprehend and solve a complex problem, students need to carry out
multistep sequences of behaviors. Only a few studies have reported relations between how students explore a complex problem
environment and their overall level of CPS proﬁciency (e.g., Kröner, Plass, & Leutner, 2005; Wüstenberg et al., 2012; see also; Osman,
2010). Some of these initial attempts have been based on the PISA 2012 data in an eﬀort to map students' behavior onto their overall
levels of performance. However, studies have yet to address the eminent question of whether qualitatively diﬀerent exploration
patterns (i.e., proﬁles) can be derived from overt behaviors in CPS environments and how these proﬁles are related to overall CPS
performance. Thus, to enhance the understanding of exploration strategies in complex problem environments, we investigated the
behavioral patterns of a large sample of sixth- to eighth-graders from the Hungarian school population (overall N=2226). Em-
ploying a latent class analysis (LCA) approach, we investigated the number of latent classes (i.e., proﬁles) that students could be
meaningfully divided into, computed a cross-sectional analysis of how class frequencies diﬀered across grades and gender, and
explored how students in the latent classes diﬀered on other variables, including overall CPS performance and additional behavioral
indicators.
1. Complex problem solving (CPS)
A problem occurs when a given situation diﬀers from a desired goal situation, and this diﬀerence cannot be resolved by applying
routine actions (Mayer & Wittrock, 2006). Diﬀerent types of problems and diﬀerent labels for them circulate in the literature with the
main delineation being between static and complex problems. Static problems involve situations in which all information is given at
the outset and in which the problem solver needs to ﬁnd a solution to the problem in a non-changing environment. Sometimes, these
problems are also labeled simple or analytical problems (cf. Fischer et al., 2015). If, however, the problem situation is intransparent
(i.e., not all information is given at the outset), contains a number of interrelated elements (i.e., there is a high level of inter-
connectedness), and changes dynamically (i.e., the environment changes either through external interventions or inherently by itself;
the latter is called eigendynamics), the problem can be considered a complex problem (Greiﬀ et al., 2013). The subsequent process of
moving from the given to the goal situation is labeled CPS. Buchner (in Frensch & Funke, 1995) deﬁned CPS as “the successful
interaction with task environments that are dynamic (i.e., change as a function of user's intervention and/or as a function of time) and
in which some, if not all, of the environment's regularities can only be revealed by successful exploration and integration of the
information gained in that process” (p. 14). Other labels for CPS found in the literature are dynamic or interactive problem solving. In
addition to this, in the PISA 2012 survey, the term Creative Problem Solving was employed (OECD, 2014).
Conceptually, there are two overarching CPS dimensions: knowledge acquisition and knowledge application. Knowledge ac-
quisition describes the process of learning about the structure that underlies a problem and of integrating this new knowledge into a
mental representation of the problem (Mayer & Wittrock, 2006). The process of knowledge acquisition requires an exploration of the
problem space through targeted interventions that help establish a mental model of the problem's structure. Knowledge application
describes the process of applying the representation of the problem in a goal-directed way toward its solution (i.e., toward the goal
state; Novick & Bassok, 2005). The two processes are related, and in real-world problem solving, they take place intermittently. For
assessment purposes, however, they are usually separated (Wüstenberg et al., 2012).
A high proﬁciency level in CPS enables students to successfully tackle problems in a variety of situations and across domains. That
is, whereas there is an acknowledgment that problem solving is always contextually embedded, CPS as a skill is considered a general
disposition, and domain-related factual and prior knowledge is not part of its deﬁnition (see Buchner in Frensch & Funke, 1995; Greiﬀ
et al., 2014). For instance, in PISA 2012, students worked on a number of diﬀerent CPS tasks. These were all contextualized but did
not require speciﬁc domain knowledge to be solved and mainly relied on generic problem solving processes (OECD, 2014).
Of note, CPS involves cognitive, behavioral, motivational, and emotional aspects that show a complex interplay with each other.
In fact, there is research on all of these components (cf. Barth & Funke, 2010, for an example on the role of emotion in CPS) with a
clear focus on the cognitive side, in particular in large samples, whereas emotion and motivation are usually studied in experimental
laboratory research only. For instance, in the PISA 2012 report on CPS (OECD, 2014), the role of emotion and motivation is readily
acknowledged but it is also made clear that the assessment focuses on the cognitive components of CPS (i.e., knowledge acquisition
and knowledge application). Along this line of thinking, also the current study focuses on the cognitive components and, in addition
to this, connects them to manifest behaviors (i.e., exploration behavior).
With regard to CPS and other well-established cognitive abilities, previous research has shown that CPS is related to a number of
cognitive abilities despite a currently ongoing debate on the speciﬁc theoretical composition of CPS (e.g., Dörner & Funke, 2017;
Greiﬀ, Stadler, Sonnleitner, Wolﬀ, & Martin, 2017). That is, it is widely accepted that CPS has – both theoretically and empirically -
distinct qualities from other cognitive abilities. For instance, CPS is moderately to strongly related to reasoning (Wüstenberg et al.,
2012; for a meta-analytical overview, see; Stadler, Becker, Gödker, Leutner, & Greiﬀ, 2015), working memory (Schweizer,
Wüstenberg, & Greiﬀ, 2013), and domain-speciﬁc problem solving (Molnár, Greiﬀ, & Csapó, 2013), but substantial amounts of
individual diﬀerences in CPS performance that are unique to CPS remain (usually around 50%–70% in variance). Further, CPS is
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considered an important educational outcome (see PISA study; OECD, 2014), but it also predicts academic achievement in addition to
and beyond established indicators of cognitive ability (e.g., Wüstenberg et al., 2012; for an example from occupational psychology,
see; Danner, Hagemann, Schankin, Hager, & Funke, 2011).
2. The behaviors underlying CPS: The role of strategic exploration
Raven (2000) and Wüstenberg et al. (2012) discussed the unique conceptual aspects of CPS, in particular in relation to reasoning.
Amongst other points of discussion, they highlighted the need for planned interventions and strategic exploration as core diﬀerences
in what CPS tasks and reasoning tasks demand from problem solvers. Indeed, exploring and generating information seems to be one
of the central procedural skills that a person needs to successfully navigate through CPS tasks. For instance, Wittmann and Hattrup
(2004) argued that in the CPS environment Tailorshop, “riskier strategies [create] a learning environment with greater opportunities
to discover and master the [problem's] rules and boundaries” (p. 406). To this end, in the present study, we investigated whether
students could be divided into diﬀerent types (i.e., classes) of explorers on the basis of their strategic patterns in CPS environments.
More speciﬁcally, we investigated whether there are qualitatively diﬀerent groups of students that diﬀer in their manifest behaviors
on how they explore CPS environments. This approach goes beyond mere quantitative diﬀerences in exploration behavior and aims at
discovering diﬀerent types or classes of students.
One exploration strategy that has received considerable attention in CPS research is the principle of isolated variation (sometimes
also referred to as the “Vary-One-Thing-At-A-Time-Strategy or VOTAT; Vollmeyer, Burns, & Holyoak, 1996). Applying the principle
of isolated variation in CPS environments means that only one potential cause of the problem environment is varied while all other
potential causes are held constant. In turn, this procedure allows problem solvers to identify the underlying relations that are
responsible for single eﬀects on the outcomes of a given problem situation. Greiﬀ, Wüstenberg, and Avvisati (2015) analyzed the PISA
2012 problem-solving data from the Climate Control task (OECD, 2014) for which students were asked to determine how three input
variables (top control, central control, and bottom control) were related to two output variables (temperature and humidity) in a
ﬁctitious air conditioner. A variety of strategies can be used to solve this task, but the principle of isolated variation oﬀers the best and
most straightforward way to do so. Consequently, Greiﬀ and colleagues showed that the application of the principle of isolated
variation was related to performance in the speciﬁc tasks they investigated as well as to overall problem solving proﬁciency in PISA.
This ﬁnding indicated that students who were able to apply isolated variation were more likely to use successful exploration stra-
tegies in other CPS tasks as well and were better problem solvers overall. In a similar vein, Lotz, Scherer, Greiﬀ, and Sparfeldt (2017)
showed that eﬃcient use of VOTAT was associated with higher levels of intelligence indicating that eﬃcient exploration behavior
leads to better CPS performance and, at the same time, is facilitated by higher levels of intelligence.
With these recent ﬁndings in mind, we investigated students' exploration behavior in domain-general CPS tasks with respect to the
principle of isolated variation. With this approach, we also explore how cognitive load theory (CLT; Plass, Moreno, & Brünken, 2010)
can be applied to CPS. CLT addresses the role of working memory in problem solving with respect to three types of cognitive load:
intrinsic, extraneous, and germane. To develop an understanding of the eﬃciency of CPS, germane cognitive load is especially
important as it refers to how problem solvers form and develop schemas to reduce cognitive demands. Along this line of thinking, Van
Merriënboer and Sweller (2005) argue that an identical performance can be achieved through a number of diﬀerent routes; however,
when task complexity increases, these routes might not be equally eﬃcient. For CPS, this implies that analyzing diﬀerent patterns of
exploration strategies might yield important information about diﬀerent types of students who use diﬀerent routes of exploration.
3. Research Questions
In this study, we investigated qualitatively diﬀerent classes of students' exploration behavior in complex problem environments.
We analyzed the application of the principle of isolated variation across several complex problem tasks in a large sample of
Hungarian sixth to eighth graders by employing LCA. We ﬁrst derive and then state three separate Research Questions.
Students who consistently apply the principle of isolated variation in complex problem environments have been found to show
better performance in overall CPS performance, in particular in the CPS dimension knowledge acquisition (Wüstenberg et al., 2012).
For instance, Kröner et al. (2005) reported positive correlations between the exploration strategy (i.e., applying the principle of
isolated variation) and CPS performance even after controlling for intelligence. In fact, several studies have indicated that quanti-
tative diﬀerences in exploration behavior are relevant for overall CPS performance and are thus valid indicators of strategic com-
petence. However, the current study is the ﬁrst to investigate whether qualitatively diﬀerent proﬁles of students' proﬁciency (i.e.,
classes) can be derived from exploration behavior.
We expected to ﬁnd qualitatively diﬀerent classes of exploration patterns (Research Question 1a). More speciﬁcally, we expected
some of the classes to reﬂect consistent quantitative diﬀerences between students across all CPS tasks. Thus, three classes of proﬁ-
cient, intermediate, and low-performing explorers were expected to emerge. We expected a fourth group to contain students who
began with nonoptimal performance but quickly moved toward proﬁcient exploration while working on the CPS tasks (see Kuhn,
2012, in the ﬁeld of scientiﬁc reasoning; Research Question 1b). In addition to these four classes, we expected that proﬁles that we
did not anticipate a priori might emerge in the LCA.
Research Question 1a: We expected to ﬁnd a distinct number of classes with statistically distinguishable proﬁles of CPS exploration
behavior.
Research Question 1b: Speciﬁcally, we expected to ﬁnd classes of proﬁcient, intermediate, and low-performing explorers. In addition to
these, we expected to ﬁnd a class of rapid learners.
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As children grow older and move into adolescence, cognition continues to develop. According to Galotti (2011), in particular, the
ability to systematically and eﬃciently solve problems and to make decisions in dynamic environments increases well into adulthood.
With regard to CPS, Molnár et al. (2013) reported that the time period from Grade 6 to Grade 8 might be especially crucial for
developing CPS skills. Thus, and in line with most existing research on cognitive development, we expected that cognitive maturation
would also be reﬂected in better exploration behavior (i.e., applying the principle of isolated variation) during this period and that we
would ﬁnd more proﬁcient exploration behavior in older students (i.e., Grade 8 in our study; Research Question 2a).
With regard to gender diﬀerences, the picture is less clear. There is some tentative evidence for better performance of boys in CPS
and CPS exploration behavior (Wittmann & Hattrup, 2004; Wüstenberg, Greiﬀ, Molnár, & Funke, 2014). However, overall perfor-
mance diﬀerences in PISA are small with an eﬀect size of < .10 (OECD, 2014) and Dindar (2018) does not ﬁnd a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence of gender on CPS performance in a multivariate regression model that includes other demographics in addition to gender.
With this unclear situation in mind, we explored gender diﬀerences in CPS exploration behavior and latent class proﬁles, and on the
basis of previous studies, tentatively expected a small gender eﬀect in favor of boys (Research Question 2b).
Research Question 2a: We expected that more proﬁcient CPS exploration behavior would be more prevalent in later grade levels as an
indication of cognitive maturation and of continuing education.
Research Question 2b: We tentatively expected that boys would exhibit more proﬁcient CPS exploration behavior than girls would.
Proﬁcient use of the principle of isolated variation in CPS tasks is directly related to a high level of overall CPS performance. For
instance, Wüstenberg et al. (2014) reported that diﬀerences in CPS performance between Hungarian and German students and
between males and females were paralleled by diﬀerences in the application of isolated variation. Thus, we expected that classes with
a high level of proﬁciency in exploration behavior would also perform better on the two CPS dimensions, knowledge acquisition and
knowledge application (Research Question 3a).
Research Question 3a focuses on the relation between class membership and markers of overall CPS performance. By contrast,
Research Question 3b relates class membership to exploration steps and exploration time as further indicators of thorough and
comprehensive task exploration. Similarly, Goldhammer et al. (2014) reported that for cognitive tasks that require nonautomated
processing such as problem solving, a longer time-on-task indicates better performance (see also Scherer, Greiﬀ, & Hautamäki, 2015,
for time-on-task in CPS). The number of interventions as captured by the exploration steps should also be a marker of thorough task
exploration because it indicates deeper and longer engagement with the tasks. Thus, we expected that classes with high proﬁciency
levels on the basis of applying the principle of isolated variation would also show more favorable exploration behavior with regard to
the number of exploration steps and exploration time (Research Question 3b). Please note that Research Questions 3a and 3b are, to
some extent, exploratory because they predict rather general patterns of class diﬀerences and because the exact number and char-
acterization of classes had yet to be determined.
Research Question 3a: We expected that classes exhibiting a high level of isolated variation (i.e., proﬁcient explorers and rapid learners)
would show better overall CPS performance (i.e., CPS knowledge acquisition and CPS knowledge application).
Research Question 3b: We expected that classes exhibiting a high level of isolated variation (i.e., proﬁcient explorers and rapid learners)
would generally exhibit more thorough exploration as indicated by a larger number of exploration steps and a longer exploration time.
4. Method
4.1. Participants
We assessed a total sample of n=2226 students in Grades 6, 7, and 8 (sixth grade: n=677; seventh grade: n=607; eighth grade:
n=942) in Hungarian elementary schools. Students were tested by class (sixth grade: N=37 classes; seventh grade: N=35 classes;
eighth grade: N=52 classes). Classes were randomly selected from a representative collection of 832 schools in Hungary. The study
was part of the online diagnostic assessment project in Hungary conducted by the Center for Research on Learning and Instruction at
the University of Szeged.
Participants who were missing more than 50% of the CPS data were excluded (n=50). Thus, n=2176 students were available
for the analyses (sixth grade: n=665; seventh grade: n=590; eighth grade: n=921). Among these, 1096 students (50.4%) were
female, 1067 students (49.0%) were male, and 13 students (0.6%) did not indicate their gender. The mean age for the entire sample
was 13.0 years (SD=1.00). The mean age was 11.9 years (SD=0.53) in Grade 6, 12.9 years (SD=0.52) in Grade 7, and 13.9 years
(SD=0.56) in Grade 8. Please note that age and grade level were strongly associated (r= .84, p < .001) and that the average age
diﬀerences between adjacent grade levels was almost exactly 1 year with comparable and small standard deviations. For the
n=2176 students in the ﬁnal sample, the amount of missing data for each task ranged from 2.7% to 8.6%.
4.2. Measures and scoring
4.2.1. The CPS tasks
We employed the MicroDYN approach (Schweizer et al., 2013; Wüstenberg et al., 2012) to measure CPS. In MicroDYN, students
work on a given number of intransparent and dynamically changing problem environments that consist of several input and output
variables with diﬀerent ﬁctitious cover stories about, for instance, cat feeding, color mixing, gaming, lemonade making, and so forth,
“with the intention of minimising the uncontrollable eﬀects of prior knowledge, beliefs or suppositions” (Beckmann & Goode, 2017,
p. 3). Very detailed descriptions of the MicroDYN tasks have been provided by Greiﬀ et al. (2012) and by Schweizer et al. (2013). A
brief video of a student working on a MicroDYN task that gives a good impression of what student need to do in these tasks is found at
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http://youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=sSKVFF6XE6g.
In the MicroDYN tasks, students need to ﬁgure out how the input variables are related to the output variables by actively
exploring and strategically intervening in the problem environment in order to move toward the problem solution. The MicroDYN
approach has been shown to be a reliable and valid approach for assessing CPS and presents a general assessment framework that
allows for the development of diﬀerent sets of CPS tasks with regard to contextual embedding and task diﬃculty (e.g., Greiﬀ, Krkovic,
& Hautamäki, 2016; Greiﬀ, Wüstenberg, & Funke, 2012; Herde, Wüstenberg, & Greiﬀ, 2016; Wüstenberg et al., 2012). It was also
employed as one of the core measures of problem solving in PISA 2012 (OECD, 2014).
Students process each MicroDYN task in two distinct phases along the theoretical understanding of CPS presented in the in-
troduction: (a) knowledge acquisition and (b) knowledge application. In the (a) knowledge acquisition phase (duration: max 180 s),
students have to actively explore the problem environment in order to detect the relations between the input and output variables.
During this phase, students can essentially engage in two types of actions. They can actively intervene by manipulating the input
variables and then observe the eﬀect of their intervention on the output variables or they can represent the relations they discover in
a concept map.
As an example of a typical MicroDYN task, consider, for instance, the task “Casino” in Fig. 1. In “Casino,” students need to ﬁgure
out how the three input variables “Blue chips,” “Green chips,” and “Red chips” (left panel in Fig. 1) are related to the three output
variables “Royal,” “Grande,” and “Nobilis” (right panel in Fig. 1). As students explore the “Casino” task, they depict the relations in a
concept map (bottom of Fig. 1). That is, during the 180 s of exploration in the knowledge acquisition phase, students have the
opportunity to intervene in the system in an unguided way and to use any strategy they feel is suitable. During this phase, the
instruction of the problem is presented at the top of the screen in order to reduce load on working memory, while the concept map is
displayed at the bottom of the screen. At any time students can map their assumptions into the concept map (cf. Fig. 1). The timer
presented directly above the instructions counts down from the moment the student moves from the initial instruction page (not
displayed) to the knowledge acquisition phase as displayed in Fig. 1. Once the time is up, the scenario freezes and the only activity the
student can do is click on the “next” button. However, before the maximum of 180 s of exploration is over, students can actively move
to the second phase by clicking on the “next” button as shown in Fig. 1 if they want to discontinue exploration.
Fig. 1. Screenshot of the “Casino” task (CPS Task 5) during the knowledge acquisition phase. Students can manipulate the sliders on the left side
(input variables: Blue, Green, and Red chips) and observe the changes on the right side (output variables: Royal, Grande, Nobilis). The relations are
depicted in the concept map at the bottom. In the example, the principle of isolated variation is displayed for the input variable “Red chips.”. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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The input variables and the respective task elements are placed on the left, while the output variables and the connected sliders,
buttons, and diagrams are on the right side of the screen. The values of the input variables can be changed by using a slider connected
to the particular variable or by clicking on one of the buttons (cf. Fig. 1). The values of the input variables range from “- -” to “++“
and their history within the speciﬁc task is presented on a diagram connected to the respective input variable.
Participants' free exploration behavior in the knowledge acquisition phase was used in this study as input for the LCA (i.e.,
indicators for exploration behavior were employed as observed variables). More speciﬁcally, students are supposed to establish a
mental model by systematically exploring the problem environment, for instance by applying the principle of isolated variation. The
principle of isolated variation is successfully applied in a MicroDYN task when a student varies only one of the input variables while
holding the others at 0. For instance, in Fig. 1, only the slider for the input variable “Red chips” is set to a value that is diﬀerent from
0, indicating isolated variation in this particular input variable, whereas “Blue chips” and “Green chips” are set to 0.
In the (b) knowledge application phase (duration: max 90 s), students are instructed to reach given target values in the output
variables in a maximum of four steps. Thus, students need to intervene in the system in such a way that the goal values are reached in
the output variables. Independent of the model the students created during knowledge acquisition, the correct concept map is
displayed at the bottom of the user interface during knowledge application to ensure conceptual independence between knowledge
acquisition and knowledge application (not displayed).
In the MicroDYN approach, each problem environment has a diﬀerent contextual embedding composed of a ﬁctitious story. Thus,
the “Casino” cover story is only one of several used in the present study. For instance, in addition to the “Casino” task, there are tasks
with a space, pet, or vehicle context. Please note that in line with the theoretical understanding of CPS, speciﬁc prior knowledge was
not necessary and not even helpful when working on the MicroDYN tasks. Put diﬀerently, working on the tasks required students to
use their CPS skills and the role of other potentially inﬂuencing factors such as prior knowledge was minimized to the extent possible
(Schweizer et al., 2013).
With regard to performance indicators, there are essentially three observed variables that are usually derived from MicroDYN
tasks: exploration strategy (here: the principle of isolated variation), performance in knowledge acquisition, and performance in
knowledge application (the scoring of these three variables is described in detail below). In the current study, we were mainly
interested in students' exploration behavior in order to detect qualitative diﬀerences in their actions. Thus, we derived the latent
classes from the indicator of exploration strategy (Research Question 1), whereas we used the indicators of overall performance
(knowledge acquisition and knowledge application) as validation criteria in Research Question 3 only.
A full set of nine MicroDYN tasks was employed in the current study. For six of the nine tasks (e.g., the “Casino” task displayed in
Fig. 1), the principle of isolated variation was the optimal exploration strategy, whereas the three remaining tasks contained ei-
gendynamics, which require a more elaborated exploration strategy and for which the principle of isolated variation is not the
adequate exploration strategy (Wüstenberg et al., 2012). Only the six tasks for which isolated variation was the optimal exploration
strategy were included in the LCA in Research Question 1. The three remaining tasks were used to investigate whether the level of
exploration strategy was indicative of performances in CPS tasks that had somewhat diﬀerent requirements for the exploration
strategy in Research Question 3.
4.2.2. Scoring of the CPS exploration strategy: The principle of isolated variation
In this study, we focused on students' exploration strategies by measuring the extent to which students applied the principle of
isolated variation as an indicator of their ability to proﬁciently explore a problem environment. In each of the six MicroDYN tasks for
which isolated variation was the optimal strategy, we derived an indicator that ﬁt one of three categories: (a) no isolated variation at
all (scored “0”; no credit); (b) partial isolated variation (scored “1”; partial credit); that is, isolated variation was applied to some but
not all of the input variables; (c) full isolated variation (scored “2”; full credit). Thus, depending on the extent to which each student
applied an optimal exploration strategy, each student received six scores that were ordered categorically (0, 1, or 2). On the basis of
these six behavioral indicators per student, we derived the latent classes in Research Question 1.
For testing the validity of the classes in Research Question 3, we derived further indicators from the CPS tasks: four CPS per-
formance indicators and two behavioral indicators.
4.2.3. Scoring the CPS performance indicators
For the six tasks that we used to evaluate the exploration strategies within LCA, we additionally measured knowledge acquisition
and knowledge application as separate indicators of overall CPS performance. The overall CPS performance indicators were used in
Research Question 3a. For knowledge acquisition, students' responses were scored as correct (“1”; full credit) if the concept map the
student created during exploration matched the correct underlying problem structure; otherwise, the response was scored as incorrect
(“0”; no credit).
For knowledge application, students' responses were scored as correct (“1”; full credit) if students reached the given target values
within no more than four steps; otherwise, the response was scored as incorrect (“0”; no credit). Thus, each student received six scores
for knowledge acquisition (0 or 1) and six scores for knowledge application (0 or 1) as overall performance indicators. From these,
mean scores were derived for knowledge acquisition and knowledge application.
To further evaluate students' overall CPS performance for tasks that required somewhat diﬀerent strategies and that were not used
to derive the latent classes in Research Question 1, we scored the remaining three tasks (out of the full set of nine MicroDYN tasks), all
of which contained eigendynamics, on knowledge acquisition and knowledge application. These tasks were not used to derive the
latent classes; they rather presented an additional criterion for evaluating CPS performance in Research Question 3a. On the basis of
three scores for each dimension, we derived mean scores on knowledge acquisition and knowledge application for the three tasks
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with eigendynamics.
4.2.4. CPS exploration steps and exploration time
As additional behavioral indicators of the unguided exploration that occurred as a byproduct of the knowledge acquisition phase,
we derived the mean number of exploration steps and the mean exploration time in seconds across the unguided exploration phases
of the six MicroDYN tasks as further indicators of how thoroughly students explored the MicroDYN tasks. The relation between these
indicators and the latent classes was investigated in Research Question 3b.
4.2.5. Summary on scoring
In this study, we used the following set of indicators. In Research Question 1a and 1b as input to the LCA, we used 6 indicators of
isolated variation derived from the six MicroDYN tasks. In Research Question 2, gender and grade level were used as additional
covariates. In Research Question 3, the classes derived in Research Question 1 were compared with each other on additional per-
formance and behavioral indicators. Speciﬁcally, in Research Question 3a we used overall performance in knowledge acquisition and
knowledge application derived from the six MicroDYN tasks and, in addition to that and as separate scores, from the 3 MicroDYN
tasks that required a somewhat more sophisticated strategy. In Research Question 3b we used mean exploration steps and exploration
time derived from the six MicroDYN tasks.
4.3. Procedure
The CPS test was delivered online via a dedicated assessment platform called eDia (Molnár, 2015). The eDia platform is developed
by the Research Group on Learning and Instruction at the University of Szeged. It has been used for assessments from pre-school to
higher education in Hungary (cf. Csapó & Molnár, 2017) and in a number of other countries (e.g. Finland, China, Indonesia, Palestine,
Namibia). Now, with its state-of-art technology, the platform is suitable to edit and administer ﬁrst, second, and third generation tests
(Molnár, Greiﬀ, Wüstenberg, & Fischer, 2017), to administer not only static, but also dynamically changing items as required for the
present study, and suitable not only for individual assessment, but for assessment in groups as well. The eDia platform is a browser-
based assessment platform. This implies that a standard Internet connection and a standard Internet browser such as Mozilla Firefox
or Google Chrome are suﬃcient for running eDia. In this, eDia realises the maximal usage of technology-based assessment (e.g.
innovative item types, prompt feedback, scaling of the tasks, usable on mobile devices and on desktop computers as well) with
minimal technological requirements on the side of the schools and of the teachers.
This overall setup ensured that the data for the present study could be collected during regular school hours in schools' local
computer rooms. This testing situation had low stakes for students. Testing was conducted for a period of 3 weeks in October 2014.
Test sessions were supervised by teachers who were trained as test administrators.
The CPS test took approximately 40min to complete. The test sessions began by instructing the students on how to handle the user
interface, followed by a trial task. Afterwards, students worked on the nine MicroDYN tasks. The tasks were automatically scored, and
the students received performance feedback at the end of the test session.
4.4. Statistical analyses
We employed LCA to address Research Question 1. LCA is a latent variable modeling approach that identiﬁes latent classes of
students who share similar proﬁles of responses to a set of observed (dichotomous or categorically ordered) variables (Collins &
Lanza, 2010; Geiser, 2011). Thus, in contrast to factor analysis and item response theory analysis, LCA assumes that a discrete
(instead of a continuous) latent variable is responsible for the associations between observed variables. In LCA, the probability of a
student's response to a speciﬁc item is assumed to depend on his/her probability of being a member of a particular class (i.e., “class
proportion”) and the probability of giving a particular item response for members of this particular class (i.e., “conditional response
probabilities”). In other words, classes can diﬀer in their proportions of students and are characterized by a pattern of conditional
probabilities that indicate the chance that observed items will take on particular values. Note that the number of classes is not a
parameter of the model but has to be explored by estimating and comparing models with increasing numbers of classes.
We conducted an exploratory LCA in Mplus 7 (Muthén & Muthén, 2012). The observed variables were the six categorically
ordered indicators of exploration behavior in the MicroDYN tasks for which isolated variation was the optimal strategy. We used
robust maximum likelihood estimation (MLR) to estimate models with one to eight latent classes. MLR takes into account all available
data points and provides unbiased parameter estimates when values are missing at random (Schafer & Graham, 2002). To determine
the optimal number of classes, we compared models on the basis of absolute and relative ﬁt indices, class attribution probabilities,
parametric bootstrapped likelihood ratio tests, and the interpretability of the class solution with regard to theoretical assumptions.
To determine absolute ﬁt, we consulted the Pearson χ2 statistic and the Likelihood-Ratio χ2 statistic provided by Mplus. As a
general rule, the higher the number of classes, the smaller the χ2 values and the better the absolute ﬁt. However, a χ2/df ratio below
2 is usually considered an indication of adequate absolute ﬁt in large samples. To determine relative ﬁt, we relied on the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC), the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), and the sample-size adjusted BIC (aBIC). For AIC, BIC, and aBIC
as relative ﬁt indices, no absolute values for acceptable model ﬁt exist, but the lower the respective value the better the model ﬁt.
Thus, among several competing models the one with the lowest value is preferred. According to simulation studies conducted by
Nylund, Asparouhov, and Muthén (2007), the BIC is recommended as the most powerful of the three ﬁt indices. In addition to
recommending that the absolute and relative ﬁt values be evaluated, Geiser (2011) recommended that class attribution probabilities
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be inspected as well. Class attribution probabilities indicate the certainty with which students can be assigned to classes. Attribution
probabilities should not fall below .80 in any class. We also employed the parametric bootstrapped likelihood ratio test, which
provides a direct test of the null hypothesis that specifying an additional latent class will not improve absolute model ﬁt.
As a starting point for Research Question 2 and to ensure the robustness of our ﬁnal model, we tested whether the classes of the
ﬁnal model were equivalent across grade levels (Grade 6, 7, and 8) and gender. For both grouping variables, we estimated two
multiple-group LCAs: (a) an unrestricted model that allowed diﬀerent conditional probabilities across groups, and (b) a model that
restricted the conditional probabilities to equality across groups (note that the class proportions were allowed to diﬀer between
groups in both models). A better ﬁt of the restricted model over the unrestricted model would indicate that the classes in the ﬁnal
model could be generalized across grade levels and gender.1 Further with regard to Research Question 2, we used the ﬁnal LCA model
to estimate individual class probabilities for all participants. Class membership was deﬁned by the class with the highest estimated
class probability for each participant. Next, we compared class membership frequencies across grade levels and gender and tested
whether the observed frequencies departed signiﬁcantly from the expected frequencies to investigate age- and gender-related shifts in
class membership.
To test Research Question 3, we compared the latent class proﬁles with regard to their manifest mean performances on four CPS
performance indicators and two behavioral indicators to test the related diﬀerences in class membership. We conducted pairwise
Scheﬀé comparisons in order to establish distinct class proﬁles.
5. Results
5.1. Descriptives
Absolute and relative category frequencies for the six MicroDYN tasks that we used in the LCA are presented in Table 1. De-
scriptive statistics for all other variables derived from the 6 core MicroDYN tasks and the 3 additional MicroDYN tasks are depicted in
Table 2. Note that the distributions of three variables (i.e., knowledge acquisition with ED, exploration time, and exploration steps)
deviated substantially from normality (skewness > 5 and kurtosis> 20), mostly due to a few outliers. However, excluding these
outliers did not substantially alter any of the results for Research Question 3, and, thus, we decided to keep all data points.
5.2. Research Question 1a: Determining the number of latent classes
Table 3 presents the absolute and relative ﬁt indices for the solutions with one to eight latent classes. With regard to absolute ﬁt,
all solutions with ﬁve or more classes fulﬁlled the condition of a χ2/df ratio below 2. Of note, for the six-, seven-, and eight-class
solutions, an increasing number of boundary estimates were observed (see Table 3). Boundary estimates imply that some prob-
abilities were set to extreme values (i.e., either 0 or 1). Boundary estimates can indicate that too many classes were extracted. Thus,
when evaluating the absolute ﬁt values, the ﬁve-class solution (or the six-class solution, which had only two boundary estimates) was
most reasonable. With regard to relative ﬁt, both the aBIC and BIC were lowest for the solution comprising six classes, whereas the
AIC indicated that the eight-class solution was most appropriate. With regard to class attribution probabilities, ambiguity in class
attribution increased as the number of classes increased with no sharp or signiﬁcant decline in any number of classes. For the
solutions with one to ﬁve classes, the attribution probabilities were above .80 for all classes. For the six-class solution, they were
slightly under .80 in two classes. Finally, for the seven- and eight-class solutions, the attribution probabilities were only around .70 in
some of the classes.
The absolute and relative ﬁt indices as well as the attribution probabilities indicated that either the ﬁve-class or the six-class
solution was most appropriate. However, the bootstrapped likelihood test revealed a signiﬁcantly better ﬁt for the six-class model in
comparison with the more parsimonious ﬁve-class model (Δχ2= 139.14; df=13; p < .001). The superiority of the six-class solution
was further corroborated by the fact that four of the six class proﬁles in both solutions showed very similar patterns, but the
remaining two classes in the six-class solution were collated into a single class in the ﬁve-class solution despite the fact that they
showed markedly diﬀerent proﬁles and suggested diﬀerent interpretations in the six-class solution. Thus, in line with our expectation
of a limited number of statistically distinct classes, the six-class solution oﬀered support for Research Question 1a, even though the
number of extracted classes was higher than expected. All further analyses focused on the six-class solution, which was chosen as the
most appropriate of all of the class solutions that were considered.
1We also considered using multilevel LCA (Vermunt, 2003) to account for the hierarchical structure of the data with 2176 participants nested in
124 school classes. Indeed, univariate intercept-only multilevel models for the six indicator variables suggested that the relative amount of variance
explained by school classes ranged from ICC= .08 to ICC= .12. Moreover, a multilevel LCA with six latent classes and perfectly correlated random
intercepts (i.e., a single variable capturing diﬀerences between patterns of latent class proportions across school classes) showed a somewhat better
model ﬁt (BIC= 20228) compared with the ﬁnal standard LCA model with six latent classes presented below. However, the estimated class
memberships that resulted from these two models were very similar, such that only 3.2% of the participants were classiﬁed diﬀerently. Thus, we
decided to present the simpler (and more accessible) standard LCA in this manuscript.
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5.3. Research Question 1b: Class proﬁles for the six-class solution
We expected to ﬁnd at least four latent classes with three class proﬁles that diﬀered primarily in their overall exploration
proﬁciency (i.e., proﬁcient explorers, intermediate explorers, and low-performing explorers) and a class consisting of rapid learners
(Research Question 1b). However, the fact that the six-class solution was chosen indicates that we found two additional class proﬁles
that we did not expect a priori. Please note that the six-class solution was clearly superior to the four-class solution with regard to
both the absolute and relative ﬁt indices.
For better visualization, the proﬁles (i.e., conditional response probabilities) of Classes 1 to 6 are depicted in Fig. 2a to f. For each
of the classes, the conditional probabilities for the three categories (i.e., no isolated variation, partial isolated variation, and full
isolated variation) are displayed across the six tasks. The solid line represents the probability of applying full isolated variation; the
dashed line represents the probability of applying partial variation; and the dotted line represents the probability of not applying
isolated variation at all.
The three classes with diﬀerences in their overall levels of exploration behavior were expected a priori: proﬁcient explorers (ﬁnal
Table 1
Absolute and Relative Category Frequencies (in Brackets) for the Six MicroDYN tasks Used in the LCA.
Categories n 0 1 2
CPS task
Task 1 2116 599 832 685
(.28) (.39) (.32)
Task 2 2089 633 786 670
(.30) (.38) (.32)
Task 3 2054 627 748 679
(.31) (.36) (.33)
Task 4 2020 789 787 444
(.39) (.39) (.22)
Task 5 1957 851 597 509
(.43) (.31) (.26)
Task 6 1880 802 551 527
(.43) (.29) (.28)
Note. 0=no isolated variation; 1=partial isolated variation; 2= full isolated variation.
Table 2
Descriptive statistics for four CPS performance indicators and two behavioral indicators.
Descriptive statistics Scale n M SD Min Max Skew Kurtosis
Variable
Knowledge Acquisition 0 to 1 2176 0.39 0.29 0 1 0.80 −0.35
Knowledge Application 0 to 1 2176 0.28 0.22 0 1 0.76 0.50
Knowledge Acquisition with ED 0 to 1 2176 0.03 0.13 0 1 5.10 27.77
Knowledge Application with ED 0 to 1 2176 0.21 0.20 0 1 0.58 0.27
Exploration steps # of steps 2176 4.17 2.93 0.17 69.50 5.84 114.09
Exploration time time/sec 2176 58.40 27.68 8.67 677.83 6.40 123.69
Note. ED=eigendynamic. Please note that all summary statistics are averaged across 6 or 3 CPS tasks, respectively.
Table 3
Absolute ﬁt indices, relative ﬁt indices, and attribution probabilities for the one-to eight-class solutions.
Number of classes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Absolute Fit
Likelihood Ratio χ2 (df) 5203 (715) 3080 (703) 1917 (688) 1592 (675) 1010 (662) 724 (649) 671 (637) 604 (624)
Pearson χ2 (df) 3613 (715) 1849 (703) 1116 (688) 862 (675) 682 (662) 543 (649) 498 (637) 461 (624)
χ2/df < 2 for both no no no no yes yes yes yes
Boundary estimates 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 14
Relative Fit
AIC 26287 22023 20452 20219 20066 19952 19930 19919
BIC 26355 22165 20668 20509 20429 20390 20442 20505
aBIC 26317 22086 20548 20347 20226 20146 20156 20178
Attribution probabilities
mean p na 0.98 0.93 0.88 0.87 0.84 0.82 0.81
p < .80 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 3
Note. dfs are displayed in brackets. AIC=Akaike Information Criterion; BIC = Bayesian Information Criterion; aBIC= adjusted Bayesian
Information Criterion. For the AIC, BIC, and aBIC as relative ﬁt indices, the best (i.e., lowest) values are printed in bold.
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classiﬁcation-based proportion in our sample: .194), intermediate explorers (proportion: .143), and low-performing explorers
(proportion: .284). These three classes mostly represent quantitative diﬀerences between students in their application of the principle
of isolated variation. The proﬁcient explorers showed a high and consistent level of isolated variation in all input variables (Fig. 2a).
The very same pattern (juxtaposed) was found for the intermediate explorers (Fig. 2b). They showed a high and consistent level of
partial isolated variation, and only in rare cases did they show full isolated variation. The low-performing students usually exhibited
no isolated variation at all, and only in rare cases did they apply partial, or even less likely, full isolated variation (Fig. 2c).
There were three remaining classes: rapid learners (proportion: .051), nonpersisting explorers (proportion: .224), and emerging
explorers (proportion: .104). As expected in Research Question 1b, there was a small group of rapid learners (Fig. 2d). These students
started out at a decent level of exploration during the ﬁrst CPS tasks and subsequently showed a rapid learning curve with an
increasing level of full isolated variation and declining levels in the other two categories (i.e., partial and no isolated variation).
The two remaining classes (i.e., nonpersisting explorers and emerging explorers) were not expected a priori and were identiﬁed in
the empirical analyses (please note that LCA is, to some extent, considered an exploratory tool). The nonpersisting explorers started
out at a medium level when solving the ﬁrst CPS task, with some of them fully capable of applying the principle of isolated variation
but then showed a rapid decline as they proceeded through the CPS tasks (Fig. 2e). This might be either because these students
quickly lost their motivation to engage in the CPS tasks or because they were cognitively overburdened by the increasingly more
diﬃcult CPS environments. The ﬁnal group was a class of students that we labeled emerging explorers. These students were able to
explore the rather simple CPS tasks with only two input variables (CPS Tasks 1 to 3: Fig. 2f). However, when the CPS tasks became
more complex (beginning with Task 4, which had three input variables and many more possible relations than the easier CPS tasks),
these students fell back to using partial isolated variation. Apparently, these students already had some understanding of adequate
exploration behavior but were yet unable to apply it in more complex tasks.
In summary, we found the four proﬁles (i.e., proﬁcient, intermediate, and low-performing explorers, rapid learners) that we had
expected to see, but there were two additional proﬁles (i.e., nonpersisting and emerging explorers) that we had not anticipated
beforehand. Thus, Research Question 1b was partially supported.
5.4. Research Question 2a and 2b: Distribution of proﬁles across grade levels and gender
In a preliminary step, we tested whether the six classes were equivalent across grade levels and gender. This was a precondition
for comparing the six classes derived in Research Question 1 with regard to diﬀerent grouping variables (here: grade level and
gender). The multiple-group LCAs revealed that the restricted models with equal conditional response probabilities across grade
levels and gender, respectively, showed better model ﬁts than the unrestricted models with group-speciﬁc conditional response
probabilities (grade levels: BICres= 25134 vs. BICunres = 26076; gender: BICres= 23268 vs. BICunres = 23723). This suggests that the
six latent classes we found were generalizable across these diﬀerent subpopulations.
We expected that class membership in the more proﬁcient classes (the proﬁcient explorer and rapid learner proﬁles) would
increase in the higher grade levels due to eﬀects of schooling and cognitive maturation (Research Question 2a). The absolute and
relative class memberships are displayed separately for the three grade levels (i.e., sixth, seventh, and eighth) in the ﬁrst three
columns of results in Table 4. The relative frequencies across grades appeared to be rather ﬂat with only limited variation with one
notable exception. The percentage of proﬁcient explorers showed a notable increase from Grade 6 (14.6%) to Grade 8 (24.6%).
However, there was no to little pattern for the remaining classes, which was indicated by a signiﬁcant but small Cramér's V coeﬃcient
(.104, p < .001) for the overall relation between grade level and class membership. Thus, there was some support for Research
Question 2a, but the relation between class membership and grade level was smaller than expected.
The overall association between gender and class membership (Research Question 2b) was slightly stronger but still clearly within
the limits of a small eﬀect size (Cramér's V= .177, p < .001). On a descriptive level, the pattern of results displayed in Table 4
indicates that both proﬁcient explorers and low-performers (i.e., the classes with the most and least favorable proﬁles) were more
prevalent among boys than girls, whereas intermediate performers were more prevalent among girls than boys. Class membership did
not diﬀer much by gender for the remaining three classes.
5.5. Research Question 3a: Latent class membership and overall CPS performance
We expected that class membership would have a direct eﬀect on the overall CPS performance level that students achieved
(Research Question 3a). To test this, we compared mean group scores across the six classes for four diﬀerent CPS performance
indicators: (a) knowledge acquisition and (b) knowledge application across the six CPS tasks that were used in the LCA; (c) knowledge
acquisition and (d) knowledge application in three additional CPS tasks that contained eigendynamics (i.e., the problem situation
changed dynamically by itself). The last three CPS tasks were more diﬃcult and required a diﬀerent exploration strategy than the six
tasks used in the LCA (i.e., in order to discover eigendynamics, simple isolated variation is not suﬃcient, but several additional so-
called idle rounds are necessary; Wüstenberg et al., 2012).
We expected that class membership would be directly reﬂected in overall CPS performance and would be best for the two classes
of proﬁcient explorers and rapid learners, but beyond this, we did not derive any speciﬁc hypotheses. Thus, apart from reporting
means and standard deviations, we conducted conservative Scheﬀé post hoc comparisons on a pairwise level to evaluate the class
diﬀerences. Descriptive statistics and pairwise comparisons are displayed in Table 5.
In line with Research Question 3a, the general pattern across the four CPS performance indicators suggested that the proﬁcient
explorers performed best, followed by the rapid learners. Thus, proﬁcient exploration across tasks was directly associated with better
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overall performance, and this advantage seemed to transfer—albeit to a lesser extent—to the other three CPS tasks that contained
eigendynamics and that were generally more diﬃcult. Of note, despite the very high diﬃculty of these three other CPS tasks and,
thus, low variance in the performance scores of these tasks (Table 2), we found marked and statistically meaningful performance
diﬀerences across the six classes that closely mirrored those found for the six CPS tasks without eigendynamics. The rapid learners
also performed well but not as well as the proﬁcient explorers because they showed lower performance, particularly during the early
tasks when their level of proﬁciency was most likely not yet fully integrated.
It is interesting that there were no substantial diﬀerences between the intermediate, low-performing, nonpersisting, and emerging
explorer proﬁles with regard to their overall CPS performance. Thus, when looking at only overall CPS performance, students with
these exploration proﬁles would all appear to have the same level of proﬁciency, but this was in fact not the case when looking at how
they explored the CPS tasks. Overall, the meaningful diﬀerences in CPS performance provided support for Research Question 3a.
5.6. Research Question 3b: Latent class membership and task exploration
We expected the six class proﬁles to diﬀer on additional behavioral indicators. That is, we investigated whether the classes
diﬀered with regard to their number of mean exploration steps and their mean exploration time. The rationale and the type of results
reported here are the same as for Research Question 3a and are displayed in Table 5.
Of note and unexpectedly, the emerging explorers showed the largest number of exploration steps and the longest exploration
time. This is noteworthy because this class proﬁle was located at the transition between intermediate and proﬁcient explorers and, as
they were arguably on their way to becoming proﬁcient explorers, the emerging explorers exhibited a very thorough level of task
Table 5
Means, standard deviations, and pairwise Scheﬀé comparisons between the six classes on overall CPS performance indicators and exploration
behavior indicators.
Latent class Scale (1) PE (2) IME (3) LPE (4) RL (5) NPE (6) EE model p rank order for pairwise Scheﬀé post-hoc
tests
Dependent variable
Knowledge Acquisition 0 to 1 0.80 0.26 0.25 0.62 0.26 0.31 p < .001 PE > RL > EE= IME = NPE = LPE
(0.22) (0.19) (0.16) (0.23) (.17) (.19)
Knowledge Application 0 to 1 0.47 0.19 0.23 0.34 0.22 0.25 p < .001 PE > RL > EE=LPE=NPE = IME
(0.25) (0.17) (0.19) (0.21) (0.18) (0.18)
Knowledge Acquisition
with ED
0 to 1 0.11 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.00 p < .001 PE > RL= IME = NPE = LPE=EE
(.24) (.08) (0.04) (.18) (.08) (0.04)
Knowledge Application
with ED
0 to 1 0.32 0.16 0.15 0.26 0.19 0.22 p < .001 PE=RL=EE=NPE = IME = LPE
(0.23) (0.19) (0.17) (0.22) (0.18) (0.18)
Exploration steps # of steps 5.07 4.79 2.20 4.53 4.15 6.92 p < .001 EE > PE = IME = RL=NPE > LPE
(2.14) (2.43) (1.54) (1.83) (2.35) (5.09)
Exploration time time/sec 61.37 56.95 48.11 62.09 60.32 77.04 p < .001 EE > RL=PE = NPE = IME > LPE
(23.73) (21.94) (20.01) (19.87) (24.35) (49.39)
Note. PE=proﬁcient explorer proﬁle; IME= intermediate explorer proﬁle; LPE= low-performing explorer proﬁle; RL= rapid learner proﬁle;
NPE=nonpersisting explorer proﬁle; EE= emerging explorer proﬁle; ED= eigendynamic. The alpha level for all pairwise comparisons was .05.
Model p indicates the omnibus p-value for the existence of any class diﬀerences.
Table 4
Absolute and relative frequencies (in brackets) of the six-class solutions across grade levels 6, 7, and 8, for girls and boys, and for the entire sample.
Grade level Grade Gender Sum
6 7 8 Girls Boys Ratio
Proﬁle
Proﬁcient explorers 97 99 227 177 245 423
(.14) (.17) (.25) (.16) (.23) 0.70 (.19)
Intermediate explorers 112 80 120 212 99 312
(.17) (.14) (.13) (.19) (.09) 2.08 (.14)
Low-performing explorers 180 199 239 273 338 618
(.27) (.34) (.26) (.25) (.32) 0.79 (.28)
Rapid learners 25 30 55 52 58 110
(.04) (.05) (.06) (.05) (.05) 0.87 (.05)
Nonpersisting explorers 168 124 195 249 238 487
(.25) (.21) (.21) (.23) (.22) 1.02 (.22)
Emerging explorers 83 58 85 133 89 226
(.13) (.10) (.09) (.12) (.08) 1.45 (.10)
Note. Relative frequencies for each grade level and gender are reported in brackets. Absolute frequencies of girls and boys may not add up to the
sums in the last column as 13 students did not indicate their gender.
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exploration. The low-performing explorers, on the other hand, were clearly unable to adequately and persistently explore the CPS
tasks: They did not show any awareness of the principle of isolated variation (indicated by the LCA), but in addition to this, they spent
only a little time exploring the tasks and engaged in only a few interventions.
The class of nonpersisting explorers is also noteworthy. This group showed a substantial decline in the quality of their exploration
strategy according to the LCA analysis (see Fig. 2e) across tasks, suggesting either declining motivation or cognitive overload. At ﬁrst
glance, their average number of exploration steps as well as their average exploration time across tasks suggested that motivation was
a minor issue for the nonpersisting explorers. However, we examined the exploration steps and exploration time separately for the six
CPS tasks for this class and discovered a pattern that clearly reﬂected declining motivation. Speciﬁcally, whereas the nonpersisting
explorers applied on average 6.07 steps and spent 77.55 s on the ﬁrst CPS task, these numbers declined to 2.59 steps and 44.71 s for
the sixth task. In fact, task position's correlation with exploration steps was −.989 (p < .001) and its correlation with exploration
time was−.949 (p < .01) in this class, indicating that exploration behavior decreased as the students proceeded through the tasks.
Thus, these students' scores on all behavioral measures declined quickly, indicating that motivation and self-regulation were issues in
this group. The classes of proﬁcient explorers and rapid learners did not show exceptionally thorough task exploration with regard to
exploration steps and exploration time. Even though this was unexpected, it is a clear indication that these students were able to
explore the CPS tasks eﬃciently.
The general pattern that was found for the conservative Scheﬀé comparisons indicated that four of the six classes showed a similar
number of exploration steps and similar exploration times; the emerging explorers (more thorough task exploration) and low-per-
forming explorers (less thorough task exploration) were the exceptions. The similarities, in turn, suggest that in these four classes, it
was not the sheer number of interventions or the sheer amount of time, but it was rather the quality and the type of intervention (i.e.,
isolated variation or not) that were indicative of a high or a low level of proﬁciency. With regard to the speciﬁc expectations of class
membership and exploration behavior, this pattern of results provided little support for Research Question 3b.
6. Discussion
With this study, we set out to describe students' exploration strategies in complex problem environments from a qualitative stance
by employing LCA in a large sample of Hungarian students attending Grades 6 to 8. Results indicated that a six-class solution
composed of proﬁcient, intermediate, low-performing, emerging, nonpersisting explorers and a class of rapid learners was most
appropriate for describing the data (Research Question 1). This six-class solution was invariant across grade levels and gender. On a
cross-sectional level, students in later grade levels were assigned to classes that exhibited more sophisticated exploration behavior
only to a small extent. Similarly, we observed gender diﬀerences favoring boys, but the eﬀect of gender on class membership was
small (Research Question 2). Diﬀerent class proﬁles with regard to additional markers such as overall CPS performance (proﬁcient
explorers and rapid learners performed best) and exploration behavior (emerging explorers performed best) further validated the six-
class solution (Research Question 3).
6.1. Research Question 1: The number and nature of latent classes
We initially expected to ﬁnd at least four classes but ended up with six classes according to the LCA. Out of the four classes that we
expected, three (proﬁcient, intermediate, and low-performing explorers) described diﬀerences in the overall level of students' ex-
ploration strategies. Thus, these three latent classes reﬂect quantitative diﬀerences in the proﬁciency with which students explore a
complex problem environment (Kröner et al., 2005; Sonnleitner et al., 2012). According to the rationale behind CLT, which broadly
distinguishes between intrinsic, extraneous, and germane cognitive load (e.g., Plass, , Moreno, , & Br, 2010; Van Merriënboer &
Sweller, 2005), these diﬀerences between students can be explained by the variability in cognitive eﬀort required to master new
learning material (here: the CPS tasks). Thus, the diﬀerences pertain to the level of germane cognitive load because students' access to
the relevant cognitive schemata that reﬂect how to explore the CPS tasks is available to diﬀerent degrees.
Of note, the real beneﬁt of LCA comes into play when categorizing exploration strategy patterns that do not follow a strictly
quantitative proﬁle. Consider, for instance, the pattern displayed by the rapid learners. Students allocated to this group showed a
remarkable learning curve while working on the CPS tasks. Conceptually, the rapid learners might have a set of general cognitive
schemata (see Markman, 1999) that they can adapt quickly and ﬂexibly to the demands of a speciﬁc situation (here: CPS tasks).
However, this adaptation apparently requires some time to take eﬀect. The proﬁcient explorers, on the other hand, seem to have more
elaborated and explicitly speciﬁc schemata available. Thus, they can rely on applying the optimal exploration strategy from the very
ﬁrst CPS task. In this, rapid learners might constitute a kind of transition state from intermediate to proﬁcient explorers in that they
are able to ﬁrst advance their exploration behavior and then, in a subsequent step, they can advance their overall CPS performance.
A substantial proportion of students were allocated to two classes that were not expected a priori: emerging explorers (10.4%) and
nonpersisting explorers (22.4%). The emerging explorers exhibited a pattern that was characterized by a good starting performance
(around 60% of the students applied full isolated variation in the ﬁrst to third CPS tasks) and a rapid decline accompanied by a fall
back to partial isolated variation (less than 10% of the students applied full isolated variation in the fourth to sixth CPS tasks). Of
note, beginning with the fourth CPS task, the complexity of the tasks increased substantially. In the terminology of CLT, intrinsic
cognitive load (i.e., the load inherent to the tasks themselves) was increased. Because intrinsic, extraneous, and germane cognitive
load are considered additive in CLT, students in the emerging explorers class were successful at completing the easier CPS tasks,
which, in sum, did not result in cognitive overload for them. However, their exploration behavior sharply deteriorated as intrinsic
load (and consequently, overall cognitive load) surpassed their thresholds. It is interesting that students in this class showed the
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expected level of overall CPS performance but, at the same time, their exploration of the CPS tasks was the most thorough of all
groups with regard to exploration steps (i.e., on average, the most steps) and exploration time (i.e., on average, the longest time). This
indicates that despite substantial eﬀorts, these students did not have the cognitive capacity to explore more complex CPS tasks.
Students in the last group, nonpersisting explorers, were characterized by a low to intermediate level of exploration strategy in the
beginning. However, their exploration behavior declined almost linearly across the CPS tasks, cumulating in a performance level that
was comparable to the nonproﬁcient explorers on the last CPS task. This ﬁnding was further corroborated by a decline in the number
of exploration steps and in the exploration time, suggesting declining task engagement and motivation as explanations for the decline.
The pattern exhibited by the nonpersisting explorers is in line with the concept of ego depletion in self-regulation theory (Hagger,
Wood, Stiﬀ, & Chatzisarantis, 2010). There, self-regulation is considered a limited resource that, when exhausted, results in ego
depletion, which in turn leads to a decrease in cognitive performance. This decline was—in contrast to the emerging explorers—not
due to cognitive overload but rather due to low motivation.
6.2. Research Question 2: Class proﬁles across grade levels and gender
When evaluating how class frequencies varied between grade levels and gender, the observed diﬀerences were, generally
speaking, small in size and less pronounced than expected. With regard to age-related diﬀerences between grade levels, only the
percentage of proﬁcient explorers increased, whereas the percentages of the other classes decreased slightly. However, even in Grade
8, more than a quarter of the students were classiﬁed as low-performing explorers who were largely unable to apply the principle of
isolated variation to the CPS tasks. This cross-sectional pattern across grades is, by and large, similar to the developmental pattern
observed for scientiﬁc reasoning (e.g., Kuhn, 2012). With regard to gender diﬀerences, boys had a somewhat higher chance of being
categorized into a high-performing class, but the eﬀect was small and seemed to be comparable to the small gender diﬀerence
observed in the PISA 2012 study. Of note, the diﬀerences with regard to grade level and gender were investigated on a rather
exploratory level, they were not the focus of this study, and they clearly warrant further research.
6.3. Research Question 3: Class membership, CPS performance, and task exploration
We validated the class proﬁles by investigating class diﬀerences in overall CPS performance and in two additional behavioral
indicators. Most noteworthy, better exploration strategies were not directly reﬂected by better overall CPS performance. Speciﬁcally,
in the ranked post hoc comparisons, emerging, intermediate, and low-performing explorers did not diﬀer in whether or not they
solved the CPS tasks correctly, even though they exhibited markedly diﬀerent levels of exploration strategies. Stated diﬀerently,
exploration strategy might be a more sensitive marker of early performance diﬀerences (and change) than mere overall performance
indicators. In addition and in line with the understanding of problem solving as a sequence of planned behavior, more interventions
(i.e., exploration steps) and a longer exploration time did not necessarily go along with better CPS performance. This ﬁnding provides
support for the notion that—within a given range (Greiﬀ, Niepel, Scherer, & Martin, 2016)—in addition to the quantity (e.g., the
mere exploration time or the mere number of steps), it is the way a CPS task is explored (e.g., the kind of exploration strategy) that
distinguishes between diﬀerent CPS performance levels.
On a more general level, the results of the present study indicate that CPS can be understood within the framework of CLT and
intrinsic, extraneous, and germane cognitive load. In particular the optimal level of germane cognitive load for learning experiences
in individual students might vary with class membership. The qualitative analyses presented here could be employed with respect to
diagnosing and, in a second step, addressing students' developmental problems and learning diﬃculties. Technology-based assess-
ment tasks, including the type of CPS tasks used in this study, could easily be transformed into intervention exercises. However, as for
educational applications, further studies are needed and no direct interventions can be derived from the present ﬁndings.
6.4. Limitations and future work
There are some important limitations to this study that need consideration. First, the age range of the students included in this
study was narrow and stretched across only three grade levels. Second, we applied LCA to extract classes. However, LCA is not a
strictly conﬁrmatory method and is often used to generate and then to give meaning to the classes that emerge on a post hoc level. Of
note, we observed two classes in our data that we did not expect a priori: nonpersisting explorers and emerging explorers. Even
though both of these classes exhibited meaningful patterns in the external validation criteria, it remains an open question whether
similar or identical classes will be found in other samples as well, even though we were able to show that the six-class solution was
stable across grade levels and gender. Third, the CPS tasks that required somewhat diﬀerent strategies beyond isolated variation and
that were used to validate overall CPS performance diﬀerences were still very similar to the CPS tasks that were used to extract the
latent classes. Future studies should apply more diverse CPS measures (e.g., GeneticsLab; Sonnleitner, Keller, Martin, & Brunner,
2013; MultiFlux, Kröner, et al., 2005). Fourth, the present study was cross-sectional. Longitudinal studies will help us better un-
derstand the developmental pathways of students' exploration strategies and the degree to which such patterns are inﬂuenced or, in
turn inﬂuence, other educationally relevant variables. For instance, such studies could employ latent transition analyses that in-
vestigate whether students change their exploration behavior across measurement points (e.g., from emerging explorers to proﬁcient
explorers) or whether they stagnate in spite of schooling. This would also help to identify crucial developmental periods for facil-
itating and intervening into the way students deal with complex environments (cf. Frischkorn, Wüstenberg, & Greiﬀ, 2014). Fifth,
there was a lack of external criteria such as other measures of educational attainment or cognitive ability in our data that could have
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been used to validate the classes. In fact, a broader range of information not only on students' skill levels, but also on their home
background, their demographics, and their societal embedding could provide relevant insights on antecedents, correlates, and
consequences of students' exploration behaviors in CPS environments. In this, future studies should both cross-validate the six proﬁles
and investigate diﬀerences in other variables across classes to a larger extent as this study was able to do.
However, the results we provide here might still serve as an important starting point for future endeavors that try to shed light on
how students learn to explore complex environments. Taking the current study as a starting point, an ideal future study would build
upon the current results and (1) longitudinally investigate a large and representative sample of students to understand intra-in-
dividual development and how students transit between classes; (2) investigate diﬀerent cohorts of students (e.g., elementary and
secondary school students) to identify relevant periods of development and optimal points for intervention; (3) collect information on
a number of relevant associated variables on diﬀerent levels (e.g., individual student variables, school variables, parental background
variables) to understand the factors inﬂuencing class membership and exploration behavior. Given the educational relevance of
students' exploration proﬁciency in complex environments, we encourage researchers to plan and conduct such ambitious studies in
the future.
7. Conclusions
This study divided students into six latent classes on the basis of their exploration behavior in computer-based CPS tasks. Three of
these classes and around 62% of the students reﬂected mostly quantitative diﬀerences. However, the remaining 38% of the students
exhibited patterns that diﬀered qualitatively. Providing the type (as opposed to the mere level) of exploration strategy across CPS
tasks could provide important information to teachers in terms of both early diagnostics and interventions. That is, providing in-
formation to teachers on where students stand in regard to their exploration behavior and how they diﬀer qualitatively, could lead
teachers to oﬀer diﬀerent types of support to diﬀerent groups of students. For instance, both nonpersisting explorers and rapid
learners start out at about the same level (cf. Fig. 2), but both the support and the tasks given to them would diﬀer substantially on
the background of their group membership (e.g., demanding and challenging tasks for the rapid learners, but rather motivational
support for nonpersisting explorers).
Even further, this kind of class categorization can be considered a ﬁrst step toward developing a typology of diﬀerent explorers
that can be used in the classroom but also in technology-driven endeavors to improve education such as auto-tutoring. Speciﬁcally,
one could easily imagine a computer-simulated agent that gives advice on the background of class membership, which in turn could
be estimated on the backdrop of exploration behavior in some initial tasks. While we agree that much work needs to be done before
widespread application in the classroom is feasible, general thinking skills that are relevant across domains and that transfer across
situations become increasingly important as relevant educational outcomes. Understanding quantitative and qualitative diﬀerences
in the foundations of these skills is a core mission of educational psychology.
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